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第一大題-填填看  

1. Swim team is interesting in that it’s the individual (1)____________________________(結合) with the team sport. 

2. If you make small talk in your native (2)________________________(母語), you might become happier.  

3. As you know, a phrasal verb is a phrase with two or more words: a verb and a (3)_______________________(介係詞) or 

adverb, or both.    

4. (4)_________________________(批評者) say that this kind of human-machine (5)___________________________(合作) has its 

problem. 

5. These (6)__________________________(交流) can open doors that may lead to larger, more (7)________________________(有

意義的) conversations. 

6. Companies say they cannot quickly (8)_____________________（實現) buyer’s demands for packages without 

fast-moving pods, robots and other forms of (9)___________________________(自動化). 

7. (10)____________________________(閒聊) can also increase your feeling of understanding, or 

(11)__________________________(同理心), toward people you know but not well. 

8. Young athletes can suffer serious (12)__________________________ (傷害) that follow them into 

(13)___________________________(成年) . 

9. To log in is to enter a (14)__________________(密碼) ,key or password to gain  (15)___________________________(權限)  to 

the computer’s abilities. 

 

第二大題-連連看 

A. perspective B. stuck in a rut C. stance D. vehicles E. awkward 

F. ambitions G. carts H. athletes I. permits J. general 

K. underage L. random M. connection N.abuse O. participants 

 1. And young women who play sports are less likely to experience  _________ pregnancy . 

 2. Swimming also pushes her, she says, especially if she has been “_________,” as she describes it. This phrase is used 

if someone has not see improvements in their performance for a long time. 

 3. He said having people and robots work together _________ the company to offer lower prices.  

 4.The Reveal report also found a _________ between robots and safety problems, such as in Tracy, California.  

 5. So, ask questions. Ask people about their families, their passions, their ________ or even their fears.  

6. One _________ question can lead to an opportunity to share something you have in common.  

 7. Many people find these small conversations about _________ topics difficult.  

 8. ”It sounds quite lovely, but I rarely hear from a worker’s _________ that that’s what it feels like, “ she said.  

 9. An article published in the magazine Fast Company notes reasons why a company should consider employing former 

_________ .    

10.Amazon has more than 200,000 “drives,” or robitc________, that move goods through its warehouse around the U.S.  

 

答案 

第一 

     1. combin   2. language  3. preposition  4. Critics  5. cooperation 6. Exchanges 7. meaningful   

8. fulfill  9. automation  10. Chitchat 11. empathy 12.injuries 13.adulthood 14. code  15. acces 

第二 

1. K     2. B    3. I    4. M    5. F   6. J  7. L  8. A  9. H 10. D 
 

 

 


